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INCIDENTAL socIAL LEARNING AMONG BLACKAND WHITE VIEWERS

IN RELATION TO AUTHORITARIAN CHARACTERIZATIONS

-

IN PRE -TIME ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMMING
' I

4

INTRODUCTION

PrOblem

There has recently'beengan increase of interest in.studying the in-

cidental social learning effects,of family entertainment television pro

gramming.
1

This interest can be traced toithe introduction of,programs

which are concerned with racial comment and which portray at least one '. I

. . .

highly dogmatic .character. Concern about the potential social learning

lk . 1.

viewers may receive from such progrSms#418 displayed both by those within 4

.
.. )

,

the television industry and those not directly connected with the industry.,'
.

,N t
. .

The white performers in "All in the Family" such as Carroll O'Conner,, Z
-- -.

who plays the charactet of "Archie" as a highly dogmatic father and.hus-

band are concerned about their characterizations. O'Conner admitted .

.

that he dislikedbeing approached by viewers who identify with "Archie"

and thank him "for telling thetruth for a change."2 Redd Four, the

black 4omedlan who,portrays "Fred," the highly traditional and dogmatic

fatherlin "Sanford and Son," recently stated that "the scripts were slowly 1'

but surely leaning toward Uncle Tom'and Amos Apdy.."3

A black writer Of another Tandem Productions black oriented comedy,

"Good Times," gives some insight into the conflict facing him, "t . . Lear 1

.

.

i

shows are looked at in only twOLways--qs th t really what blacks are like?'

.
i

c and 'That is nop really what blacks are 1 e!'" Speaking about "Good Times,"
. " "-\.,

3
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a

. : this show is not the image'lbf black people. We don't claim to

be representative of all black people -- that's too much to be and it's

not my responsibility.",
.

The producer of these programs,-Norman Lear, feels differently about

the nature of his programming concepts. He feels that he has moved the

viewing public

ramming which

manner, In his

are entitled to

beyond the "vast wasteland" of previous television pro-
.

handles non-controversial topics in a non - controversial

programs he emphasizes that, ". . intelligent adults

have the problems of intelligent adults. Several 0

social critics, however) disagree, with L:earla

mini approach. 7

assessment of his program-
.

John Slawson observes that, "As citizens, it,;is our responsibility

to curb the influences, that produce bigoted attitudes and,discriminatory
0 ' .

behavior, but we should not condone their expression'even if it be by
. .

.

implication.,And this-is what 'All,in the tamilys unwittingly does.

It-has the potential of producing a 'halo affect.' It's in our blood.

We all seem tO,heye it in one form or another; so what?"
6

A Newsweek article denounced

everything that fear'and ignorance

"Archie" as ". . the confluence of

can do to a man."
7

The New York

Times. wrote, "The most tircde has emanated frotiLaura Hobson

Whose 1947 novel, "Gentlemen's Agreement," dealt with anti-Semitism.

Hiss Hobson is furious over the notion'that Archiels likable,,even lov-

a-,
able. . r . Nies Hobson whatd her bigot to be totally hateful,

'

message iwclear: hate me, hate my dogma.'8 .

so the

'With such emotional comment as a backdrop, it seems clear 'that It

4
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would be desirable to understand the extent to which social lesrning inr

cidentally occurs among newers of such programs; further,, it would be
.

,

desirable to understand the nature of such social learning.

1.
Previous Research'

With respect to "A11 in Family," two researc rs have studied

the question of prejudice reinforcement by examining r attltudei to-

ward the program. Vidmar and Rokeach (1974) examined selective perception'

of the program in relation to dogmatism of the viewer, It is argued th t

selective perception leads people who are highly 'dogmatic to pay atten

' ,tion to those messages expressed by "Archie" which are congruent with

their beliefs and attitudes toward minority groups. These individuals

-.may utilize the program to reinforce their prejudice and stereotypfag..

their
/

their study of Canadian adults ind'U.S. teenagers, Vidmar and Rokeach

found a significant relationship between high scores on a ethnocentrismi - ' ,

, . ,

. ' ', - ,

scale, Watching "All in the,Family"'and liking "Archie."
.

Surlin (1974)..examined, in a maner'similar to the study described.

above, the relationship between dogmatism of the viewer an4 liking and
,

. .

.

sgreeiig with "Archie." 'his study showed, consistent with the results

shown by Vidmer and Rokeach (1974), that highly dogmatic individuals did

agree with "Archie significantly more than did individuals low in dogma--;

tism. In addition, this study showed that low dogmatics agreed more with

"Mike," "aIoria," and "Edith"-than with "Archie." The viewers'

.

Surlin were adults residing in, the Southeastern-United States.
l

glirther evidence of the generalizability of the findings of the above

studies 1s'provided by a study of comparable samples of Americans and

.

.

5



.,.--anadians as reported by Tate and Surlin (1975). This study involved

cross-national comparisons relating to dogmatism and liking/agreeing fitith''

AP

"Archie.". There were no significelt demographic differincevbetWeen

the two cross-national groups as had been the case in the American-Canadian

comparisons shown by Vidmar and Rokeach (1974). There was also no sig-

nificant difference between the two-groUps in terms of dogmatism. The

findings showed again th4 thObe high in dogmatism were significantly

a -

higher in liking and agreement with "Archie" than those low in'dogma-
.

tism.

Leckenby andSuilin (1975) Studied the relationship of viewer char-
. t.

acteristics to selective perception of various.aspects of "All'In'the

Family" and Sanford and Son." The findings of this study again pointp/

toward liocio-psychelogical variables as More important than demographic

chiracteristics of in explaining perception and learning from

these programs. The "Powerlessness" dimension.of the alienation con-

cept appeared to have higher explanatory power than.did race; socio-

economic
v.

economic or region of residence of the viewer with respect to

perception, for-example,'that "Archie and Edith present"; prOper example

of the wor a husband and wife should treat each other"

'4'"! Hellweg (1975) round that attituda.similarity /dissimilar -

ity as Perceived by the viewer in relation to the' characters of prime-

time television programs was a more important determinant of interper-

ti

sonal attraction as compared to demographic factors land perceived phyai-
.

1

,cal attractiveness of the Characters. 7 4

Findings from the above studies suggest that iig4aSpCal social

6
.
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learning from entertainment progra ingis largely a function of the ex-
.

. .

tent of perceived cognitive sim ilarity the viewer establishes with the.
.

characters in given programs: There is a great deal of, relevant litera-

-Cure tp "source credibility" applicable to the abolie suggestion. Source

-credibility refers to the qualities in a speaker which cause his message

to be acceptable or unacceptable to an audience," rt is.the degree of

confidence in or favorable disposition toward a speaker. Much work has

been conducted which attempts to "uncover" the factors which contribute

to source credibility9 One of these factors may be "interpersonal

attraction" of the source for the viewer. According to Byrne and Griffitt

(1Y973), interpersonal attraction refers to an "affective evaluation of

another individual.
010

It involves judgments of whether we "like" an-
.

other pers4 McCloskey, Larson, and Anapp (1971) found "interpersonal

similarity" as one of the factors of interpersonal attraction. That is,

-it is possible that the establishment )y the viewer that'he perceives

"realiey.! in,a manner similar to a central character in a program may

give rise t4'liking of the theracter and, subsequently, td agreement

with:the various problenit-solving approaches of the character. It is

not suggested this is a conscious processp.thus the term "incidental

social learning," bdt rather, one which can take place 6Var-some'extended

period of viewing a particular program. this suggests an. interest in

patterps Of.viewing behavior in relation to viewer perceptions.

. , P

Hypotheses

Inlight of the above discussion of the research literature relevant

-to'this area orstudyt, the fo1lo41:ng hypotheses will. be examinedin the

_present study:

A A

- Z.%
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(1) Those viewers who watch thep ograms "Valh4ord and Son"
and "All in the. Family" more frequently will agree the
programs are entertaining and reveal relitehavior of
the groups represented in the programs more so than
those who do not watch these programs as frequently..

i

(2) Black viewers who agree generally with the. point of
view expressed by "Fred" in "Sanford and Soil" will
disagree more than those who do notagree wish "Fred" _

hat he is generally shown tobe wrong in tiiiiIview*-..."
I

e same hypothesis is formed for white view @ in4
r- ation to "All in the Family." .t.'

%\ \
1

.

(3) Con idering all viewers (blacks and whites),.igher
prop rtion of thOpe who watch "Sanford and Son. _\ ore\
ofte will agr with "Fred" rather than others ar
acter= in t program than those viewers who al i.

watch a tap. The same hypothesis is tested w
respect to "Archie" and viewing "All' in the Famil

.

(4) Those who agree most with both "Fred" and "Archie" '\t

rather than othercharacters in,each of the progra ,

will tend to agree more that each of the two prog
reveals real behavior of those groups represented
each program than those who do not most agree with .k
"Fred" and "Archie." .

(5) There will tend.to be a relationship between strengt
rli

of belief about "Sanford and Son" and strength of tht\
same belief about "All it the Family." That is, vieMft
will perceive the two programs to be similar with reap'
to entertainment value, showing a lesson or moral to'bek
learned, reality of behaVior; "Archie" and "Fred" are

. shownto be wrong, and racial relations representations.

. ft

The context in which these'hypotheses were tested is outlined bel

'-10.1g9P__

Samples of viewers were obtained on an equivalent basis from A pinta,

1

Georgia, and Chicago, Illinois. Each selection of respondents began with

data'obtained_fiom thee 1970 United.States Census Tracts for the resp c-

. tive cities. The tracts were analyzet and eight 'census tracts were select-
.

ed in Atlanta along with four in Chicago. These were selected on the

8
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e
the type of racial composition and income figures which would

3
miqation of the data by racial and income differences. The

tr4 f ere 'matched as closely as possible .on the basis of race and-

:,

compositibn. In Atlanta, three tracts contained high percent-____i__

blacks (80% to 97%) with middle level incomes based upon the median

for that tract 010,933 to $14,275). Two tracts Atlanta con:.

d a high percentage of whites {98% to 99%) and middle level incomes

;941 to $14,184). One tract was low income (6,102) and racially

d-{53% black, 47X white). One tract was'low income {$6,559) with'

igh peidentag, of blacks (99.%), and one low income ($6,449) with a

gh percentage of whites.:

n In the Chicago sampling procedure,. four tracts were selected. One

a preaominantly black .192%) and moderate in media ncome 09,071);

another wag also-predominantly black {94%) but low c me ($5,145).
. .

One white tract (90%)' inChicagO had median income-of a Moderate level

($9,258) while the otherwwhite tract (90% white concentration) had Low

median income ($5,420).

The.selected tracts'were outlined on the respective city street

maps. The streets which were contained within each selected tract ere
. -

listed, Through the use.of a street-ordered directory, telephone4um-
e 0

bers were selected. The middle income, black subgroup was oversampled ,

:
, i 4

in Atlanta in order to assure an adequate sample for analysis in the ,
..

r

collected-at part of a new investigation ,of Csinilar;nature.'.
.... .

,

.

.

' In the Atlanta phase, telephone interviews were comp i e t ed by ten
M 1 .

. ,

. . A ,
: . .. '

4

,

. \
\ *

...

0%

9

current study, and as a basis for comparison for data currently being

O
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tudent inEetifiewes peesonally:trained by one of the authors. The data

41(:

were collected' a oneweek period in the month of july,'1974* at

he same time 'the interviewers were students in the author's Mass Com-
. .

munication Research class at the University of Georgia. Completed_in-
.

terviews were conducted with blacks, n175; with whites, ni.403; with

middle income individuals, na,188; and lower income individuals, n=90.

The total number of respondents in the Atlanta. portion ofthe sample

was n=s278. .

In the Chicago portion of the study,. telephone interviews were

conducted by experiencedinterviewers of. the Survey Research Laboratory

at the UnIversity of Illinois; each interviewer wad trainedin terms

V

of the demands, of the questionnaire employed in this tudy specifitally.,

Interviewing was conducted, fora three-week period during November, 1974.

Interviews were completed with middle income blacks, nsm6,6pmiddle income

.

whites, n1 419; low income blacks, n50; and low income whites, n=m51.

There were intotal the following sample sizes for each of the subgroup-

lags upon which sampling.was based {Atlanta and Chicago taken' ogethei):

middle-blacks, mes181; middle-whites, n-12; low%blacks.; nlln and low

whited, n"81. The total n umber of .reepondente in the study is n'503.

The responses analyzed in this report, are taken from slarget

questionnaire completed in the interview. The entice interview was'com

pleted in the interview. :Theentire interViewwas completed within ap-
.-

proximately ten mtntites.:The completion rate-wag approximately 702'in

Atlanta and 94% in Chicago of the contacted eubjecte. Interviewers -did--

report,any.degree of.animosity toward the questions:by respondent°.

. , t . .
, . .,

, , 1

I.er
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The interviewerWn both, citiee found the reepondente'eager,to give
st

their reeponee andAhe reaecOning for thefreepbnee. In the Atlanta'
2

1

interviewing phaee, two black etudents were trained* for the interview

and conducted approximitqy _thirty interviews; analytie of reeponeee

and commente of the black'interviewere verified

inteiviewer wag not a significant fact in the

lutervieweee-id-the study.
.

r

The queetione analyzed

of the perceived reality of

that the race of the
,..://-

reeponeee offered by

in thie-paper dealt With,.firet, the Concept
. .

1,

the dharectere depicted in each program under

study: "The program ("Sanford and Son") ("All in the Family ") revealed
., , . , .

, . .

how people really behave in theirdallylife; oecond,'the reality of
.

. 4 .- ,. - 1.

/'racial attitudee held by each race: ."The program ("Sanford and See)
. _

.

. - t

.
.

, . ., . .

("All in the-Family"1,rsaZtelltts:lhow moot,(blacke/whiteer reepectively)
.

,,..

feel about (whitee/hlackelieepittliely).rilr4/.the'viewere percep-
J

tion orentertainment-value 'of, the programa: "The program ("Sanford.

and Son") ('All .in the Family") ie etentertalang program;"/ fourth,

. .
4

the perception of,ad"meeeag4P'in the program.contente ,"There ie
.

a 1

.

i

leeeOn to be-lebrnod, or amoral, in each ("Sanford Mid'Son") ("All in

the Family") program;" fifth, a' queetion which requeeted the respondente
v' .

to indicated which'of themajor cha'ractere in,each of thetWo programa

with whose viewa they. moot agreed; and eixth, the frequency-of'viewing

.

fOr each of the-two programa: "Once/twice a month or more (often);"

N 4
"Once every couple of monthe.(eometimea) ; " or "Couple of timee.a year .

.. r
r

' I .

,oeleee (hardly ever)." In iddition, three questione werelekeddto tap
;

.
4,

I
,

the Cultural Eetrangement, Powerlepeneee, and Haanidgleeenece dime:181one'. Ar.'''

..

'

.0".. I. .

I

r
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t

Of alienation as developed by Middleton {1963). Other than the questions

r,

on. requency of viewing and character with whose.views the respondent
r . s

most Agreed, each of 'the above items were measured op five7point Likert-

likelike scales ranging from "Strongly Agree" (scorekVi_to,"qtrolgfy

Disagree (scored "5"). A filter qpestion assured that each respondent

was an actual viewer of both prOgrams,

RESULTS,

Frequency of Viewing and Perceived Reality of Behavior

Table #1 shows the results for the analysis of .frequency of watch -

'ing each of the programs by. the e 'cnt toitp3,6h the 'respondents believe

the programs are entertaining and reveal real behavior.of the groups

represented in the programs. Clearly, there is a monotonicity present

. -

in the responses with those watching'the Programs moat frequently find-
.

,

ing them,to be more entertaining than those watching the programs less
4

frequently (v.,(.001).

In addition, one -way analyses offoriance reveal monotonic relation-
.

Alb

ships between frequency ,of viewing and the extent tct which tipe respond-
.

ents agree that eachprograi really shows how people like"those shown

In.the programs behaye in 'their "Sanford and Son.; those
tit

who watch "often" tend to0agree (;122.56) that "Sanford and Son" reveals

reel behavior while those who "hardly ever" watch the program tend: to
f

isairee thet-,fhiCip the case (m3.47). This finding is;significittit
, , ,

- at the .001 ,level of "significance. For "All In the Family" there is

ejtignificant difference (p' 6-01) between tbethreg levels, a- viewing' 4 s

e
70*

*frequency witch' those viewing voften' agreeinithit "All in the ramilys
*

v -. - . . 6 Os , il 4X
, . ' .

ev/ , 2- , * "
, . Of . i .

- . - . . *
4 ik ',.

1.0.
0

, 1.2
,,,,

.., , '/ 0, 3
A il. '

it i ." '

s <4
er.

40, .

di 40

,3

6
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reveals real behavior (24.51) and thou "hardly ever" watching neutral

in their response (x.2.88).

Yot both programs, Ihen,'theregults tend to confirm the first hypoth .

esis formulated in ,this study:.'the more a vievefwatys--tach dd the

programi, the more he will tend to fiati the programs entertaining and

the more he will tend to accept the idea that each of the programs really

shows how most blacks/whites behave in dailr'life.

In addition to the above analyses, the,relationship.of viewing frel-

quency to two ofthe dimensions af alienation tapped in the question-

naire was :also examined. Table 02 shows similar findings for each of

the dkensions across both shows. Clearly,, those viewers who watcto..4,-

"Sanford

s.. .

a Son" often are higher in the Meaninglessness and Powerless-
. .a

alienation than those sfio hardly. ever watchthis program

e ch,case). The same relationship As found 'or each'limen-

nags for o

(P <003.) in

sion in the cas

4

of frequency of viewing "All In the Family" 0(.001.

for 11Saningiless ess and p < .02

into thaw that freiuur4:441ir-r

"things ha ve becbme so complicatedin the world today thatthey

undercpand what is go ng on" land "there itillOt much that they can 'do

about most othe imports t probleMs we face .today" more so thisi less

frequent viewers. These same individuals whd are high iwtheir feela.

for Powerlesiness),.

o E.Rgnef'

fin sum, theseJind _

i"S -4.4

'Mlat -S 4 -44

.

ief0

sense 0

.".tis TadiV1413/1

. .

confusion about what is going on ground them and high in their
. ..

, t '
lack of controoyer events lottkii effect them also Are the same .

ing aqd re

eke

.4(4:00 o Odd me
.1: ., 4' l'-'"'

' . '. ,
eating of real behavior to a greater exient'than those vidw- -

. . :
.

o
.

,

these feelings.'

- 1

4rvamd:galinand.r.A111.0,the.Faiiileelitertglp-
P v. 4 tf4 4

13c.-
r .
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Agreement with "Free and "Arthl.e" by :tarp of Viewer,
4,

.

V-s
4

Of thehlackkviewers in this sample, 30.3% indicate ths$,theY gen-
.

12

erally agree with the views of "Fred" more so than any oUthe othsr

major chpraFters in "SgaBtd-and t t." These black viewer° agree sicnir.

icanay less (.3.05) that "Fred" is shown to be wrong in his viata and
$

actions on the program p ..31) than those'who do rot agree with

' "Fred" (cZ.72).
4.

6.C
Of,the white viewers in the camp=., 16.32 agree with "Archie" goner-

ally rather Oan'with other major characters in "All in the Family."

These individuals also agree significantly less (- m2.77) than those view-
4

. .

-ere whoagree with other charactersim... the show (x- 02.25) that "Archie"
e- .

. .

4.
if showh to wrong in his view$ and actions on the program (tIs3.16,

.,, . , z, -".

-,

`As indicated

.

4ovelP0-.32 of the black viewers agrei.wit'h "Fred;"
.:.

. t
. J

this is comparea to 17.9% of. the white viewers who agree with "Fred:"
. :

.

There-is a ignificant difference in the proportion of white and black

:viewers who agiMeleitle."Frea" (i2=9.62 for d.fool, p,(.01). There is

no significant difference, howevein theproportion of blacks and whites

who agiee with "Archie, 15.02 and 16.3%, respectively', (X2 im.13 for d.fosl,

p>.05). When the viewers who agree with botrqzed" and "Archie" are

com- pared by race of these viewers, there is no significant difference
. . .

and whites
,

rgresing with then
.

both, 7. `
.

. .

in the proportion of blacks

and 7.4%, respectively. .

Those vieweh who agree wittiboth "Fred" and "Archie" are signif

iCantly higher 3n'ag4emi4t that ,r.Sanfor& and Soeoevestlivrea1

for of blacks 6=2.63Ycompare4 to those who d; not agree ,With. ,

o
.

14



-
characters (2m2.78). This differ.Aze is sigiiicant at the .61 level.

*The same relationship holds for these viewers in relation to "All in

the.. Family." Those who agree with "Fred" and "Archie" agree sigaificantly-

more (t=m2.49,

really behave

(Xlm2.66).

pc-.02) that "All in 'tho Family" reveals the uay whites

(x2,2.21) than those who do not agree withil)oth characters.

It is interesting to note that significantly less female viewers.

.(4.7%) agree with both "Fred" and "Archie" than do males (13.5%)
s-

(X
2
112.113 for d.f.64,.p<-.01). Also, there is a significant differ-

ence by age group for d:f.4.3, p <.05). The requite show

that 15.% of the 31-40 year-olds agree with both "Fred" and " Archie"

compared to 4.8% for the 30 or younger_gro or the .41-50 years
.11k

=s,
.grou0,ind 5.6%to the 51 yearb,:or older ee6p.

Finally, Table /3 shows agreement with characters by frequency of

watchifig each of the shows. There is a significant differencey

quency of viewing in terms of those who agreawith "kred" and those who
. ,

do not (X
2
7.87 for p Of those who watch "-Sanford and

. .

' Son" often, a higher proportion tend to agree with "Fred" than other

,
characters. a However, in the ,case, of "All in the Family," there is no

significant relationship of frequency of viewing and agreeing/not agree-

. ,

- ing with '-'Archie" (Xi=4.23 for d.f.142, p>.05).

The above results confirm hipothesis 12 which statedthat black

'viewers'who agree with "Fred" will disagree.that.he is shown to be

wropg in his actions and views. The same was shown for white vi rs

...2
to telaritin to "Arehie." Hypothesis #3.is confirmed for "Sanford an

f , - oo .. *, 4 ,y

4

ti
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Son" but not for *1in the Family." A higher proportion, of those View-,

ers who agree with "Fred": watch often as compared to those who do not.

agree with "Fred."' This was not the case for those who agree with
.

'"Archie" compared to those who did not agree with "Archie." Finally,

hypothesis 04 was confirmed by the data which showed that,thOse who

agree with both "Fred" and "'Archie" will tend to believes that "Sanford

and Son" and "All in the Family" portray trlacks and whites in the manner

in which they really behave daily life.

It is also worthwhile to note that blacks indicate to a significantly

greater.lextent than whites tharthey like "Sanford and Son't better than

"All in the Family." Of the black viewers, 5IttiVsay t ey

and Son,"

. .

maining 31.9% are undeci ded. Of the white viewers in the sample, 26.32

16.3% say they like "All in the Family" better, and the re-
.

choose "Saniord.and Son" as "the show they like better ofthe,iair,

56.8% choose "All in the Family," and

knotewhich they like better (X
2
097.43

the remaining 16.9% say they don't

for d.f.=4 p"k.01). Respondents

were also asked to gime about the proportion of the writers on each
4

of the shows'who were black. For 'Sanford and Son," 45.7% of the black

viewers indicated only a "few" of the writers were black compared to
11g.

31.0% of the white viewers. For "All in the Femfly," 65.5% of the

blacks indicated only a "few" of the writers were black compared to

54.2% of the white viewers. The complete diqtributi of responselk04(/

A 4,

to thesesuestions arrillown in Table 04. In botb,sasep, there is a
.40.- ; .,

significant difference in the gikst IbY black lid White,viewera, AI to
e. .,

the ?ropor4on of back writera.for each of the shows (p ,(.01).
---.:

-
.

.-2-4-4,,,.

. /47-.
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Relation of Viewer Perceptions of the Two Piograms
.

A series of simple correlation coeffi cients were computed to ex-

amine the hypothesis that there is a relationship between viewerjer-

ceptions of "Sinford and Son" with perceptions of "All in the Family."

For the sample size utilized in the present study, nwA503, any correla-

tion coefficient greater than .12 is significant at the .01 leiel.

With respect to viewer perception of each of the programs' eater-
/

. .

tainment value, there was. a'moderate correlation between the two pro-

grams 4rw.4,111. There was a fairly high correlation (r0:67) between
. -

ewers perception that "Sanford and Son" reveals real behavior and

"All in rheiiiiilin-reirhals real behavior.

There was also a,fairly high.correlation (r'.55) between viewer

belief that "Sanford and Son" shoits how blacks malt feel aboutwhites

and "All in the Family". shows how whites - really feel about blacks: The

correlation was .69 between agreement with "thefe is a less to be learned

in 'All in the Family"and "there is lesson to be learned in 'Sanford

and Son.'" There was a m oderate relationship between Viewer agreement

-

that "Fred" is shown to be wrong in his actions-and views and "Archie"

is shown to be wrong (r -.43).

Finally, though only moderatep.there,is significant correlation

t
for "Sanford and Son" and "All the Fa y" in terms at each program

showing real behaftor ahOwig,accUrateWhovi-blacka/whites'feel

about whites/blacks, respectively, (1'.33 for "Sanford and Soil' and m24

for "All in the Family"). The correlation beiwe owing real behavior

and providing a lesson or moral to bejearnad w and .21 for "San-
. . .

ford and Son" and "All in the-Patly,," respectively.
, .

4. 4
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Itn the whole, the above results seem to Confirm the final hypoth-

16

Asis which stated that there would be a relationship between percep-

tions of the two programs. In many respects'thewprograms apparently

are perceived in similar ways.

DISCZI.SION

si;v": ie.

A conclusion which seems warranted from *this study id that There

r.
Is a connection between frequency of watching faiiibi programming and

finding the programming to be entetteliZ:

of the groups portrayed in the prograMming,

A

VieWS of major characters in' the programing )those who watch Sensor& of11 A

J

relealing.of actual behavior

and the acceptance Of the

andaSon" and "All in the.Farally" often ate also the same individuals

who find the two programs to be entertain lug. They also acrpt the

. portrayal of flacks ana whites in the programs as representative of the

real-life behavior of blacks and whit6. Further, these individuals
. . .

are inclined'to agree with the highly' authoritarian

two prograis,'"Fred " and "Archie. ".

Tbl,pptential problem witch the above findinga

the sOcio-06Stchological orientation of the viewer;
...

characters in the

present relatestoi

Those viewers who.

_watch each of be two programs often are alsoligh in alienation
. .

,

. tive to viewers who watch the programs less often.,416s, the mama

viewer feels "estranged" froi the world around himo'the more he is
.

.

. '

likely to watch thiae"prograie (and- mbar; television-In 4 neral) and
! , ,

,
. .:

accept_ the viewd lintlorth in the progidni; especiptiga en conveyed
. -

.

through highlyautboriterian charactirizationa. Thia finding i8 .0101e.
.

, ..

lar .to that oflildmaiandirokeibh (1974),.Surlin 11974) ,Aand Tete^end
. . . .

. .

p

a-

18
4
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Surlin (1975). Though highly soihispicated audiences may "see through"

the highly dogmatic telev sion cha:,:cters and find that the program
.

'makes-fun" of them, this may not be the case for less sophisticated

viewers. In the present study, blacks who generally agree with "Fred"

do not agree that he is often shown to be wrong-in his actions and views

on the program. The same finding was shpt for "Archie" and white

viewers. It is possible that %once a cognitive similarity between viewer/

character is established by the viewer the problem-solving approaches

#.4i Xhe character could be generalized by the viewer to his 'own problems

,

- in the 'real world." When this problem-solving approach is highly
N . .

.

4uthoriCarian/dogmatic in nature, the incidental social learning by the

viewer becomes dysfunctional. One potential outcome is the reinforce

-

went of racist attitudes and behavior:

, 140

It would,be helpful if future research in this areawould.examine
,

the processes by which a viewer establishes cognitive similarity/dis-.

.)*

:
similarity with highly authoritaxian characters in,televisioA program-

.

ming.. the concepts of interpersonal attraction and source credibility

should be examined in home detail with respect to the underlying mechan-

isms athese may work in an entertainment, non - structured, persuasive

situation such as the shbws studied-here.* Clearly, some work invgiv-
«

ing,either an- experimental setting or a panel setting would need to

be conducted to demonstrate.the connection between viewing frequency' ,-

:
.

'41

and:_establishment of cognitive similarityldissimilarity. It is also --

. .
. P °

difficult to ask detailed questions about 'program content to a survey- .

' ..
settiRg as used' in the present study:, .It woula: interestingnteresting to exsp-'

,

- .

- ine, specifically v how mudh of a program's content is retained and for -

ft. , .. . .

. . .
. ,..: ' aemm. it

what pe oftime, .
,

0
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Table 1

One-Way Analyses of Variance Using FrecitiCncy of
,Watchi to Predict Entertainment Value and

Reality of Pehavior fbr"No rrogiams

(1.4,03).

Viewing Behavior: Oftpandent VaIlable:

Watch Sanford and Son:

ir

Hs &6 0 is entertaining
often 384 1.77
sometimes 62 2.02
hardly ever 57 2.23, 15,89 ' <.001.

.

-Niaich All in the Familz: "AITF" is entertaining
often 346 1.80
sometimes 88 2.02

6f

hardly ever

et

69
A

2.38 21.69 '<-.001

. :

Watch Sanford and Son:
384-

its 5,S" reveals real behavior
often 2.56
sometimes
hardly ever ,

62',
57

3.22

3.47 22.96, <.001

Watch. All in the Family: ,"WITF" reveals real behavior
often . 346 1 2.51
sometimes
hardly ever

..,

.

85 2.85

69 2.88 6.12 4;.01

..
....

.

06

4

1. -,.
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t
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Table 2

Oni:Way Analyses of Voriance_Using'Frequency.of
Watching to Predict "Hesninglessnesin and

'"Powerlessness",for Viewers of Tio Programs,

.

Viewing Behavior:

(nv503)

Meaninglesmness, PowerlesIsness

Watch Sanford and Soh:. n
-

f
often
'sometimes

hardly ever

7

384
62

57
.

.

2.65
3.27

3.38

15.32

.

2.61
3.03
3.05,

6.41
<.001 <.001

.
4 -

4 .1

Watch All; in the Family:

often f 346 2.68 2.62

sometimes 88 3.16 2.99

hardly ever 69 2.83

by 6.97 3.93

O

L.

4

a

4

'23
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Table 3

Analysis of Frequency of Watching two Programs
by Agreement with Program :Characters

Viewing Behavior:
.

(n=t503).
0

g

Agreement with Characters:

-

Watch Sanford and Son: ,Agree with "Fred" Agree with Otblro.

- often 85. 73.3%
.sometimes . 8.5. 13.6
hardly ever'' 6.2 13.1

-.q

100.0% 100.02'

'watch All in the Fluidly:

{Chi squarei=7.87, d.f.2; p <.02)

Agree with "Archie" Agree with Others

often
sometimes
hardly even.

.

75.6%
;17.9.

. 6.5

67.5%

17.4
15.1

100.0%
r 15576f

(Chisquare=4,23, d.f.2, ;0-.05)

4,

' #._

4. _ 2 4

RI, ( . .. ;
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, Table 4 '

Viewer Perception 'of Proportion of ,aritcrs'
Who are Black for Two Programs

of Black Writers:'7 -
. e

for Sanford9and gout:

25ZOr kesS,Ifew)
261-502 .(eome)

5145%(malority)
76% or more.(most).
Don't Know,

.

for All in the Family:

25% or ,lesd (few)

26-50% (some)
51-75% (majority)
76% or more (most)
Don't Know

(flas503)

Or .

4
.0

.

nlack

4.--.

.

'White Viewers:

.
..4)

..7Z0!:47;

41

_
^ W '.,...

%

.

45.7r
19.8
10.2
9.9
14.4

'400.0%

P a

k.31.15Z'''-'
.18.9

10.0
o.5
29.6

.100.0%

(Chi-aquare122.68, d.f.4, g K.01)

<7.

..65.5%

-r2.1. I

I

64..2Z
1505

.2:99

15'.3

; 1
2.41
27.9

c,

looAn 10z
Mi-squareu12.89, d.f.==4, 10, <.01)

1

(3* 25.44

I

.0

t ..

.e

"."

1.."/

..

0 .

I
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